Host Tim says:
<<<Resume mission>>>

Host CO_OMallory says:
::in Ready Room::

CMO_Turok says:
::in sickbay::

EO_On says:
::at his quarters::

OPS_Shania says:
::on the bridge::

TO_Sachs says:
::On the bridge::

FCO_Adams says:
::tracking the Romulan ships but staying a little back::

CTO_Krag says:
::in his office::

XO_Taylor says:
::On the Bridge, looking at reports from sector's heads::

EO_On says:
::leaves his quarters in order to go to ME::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::on the bridge, running the life form analysis instrument cluster::

OPS_Shania says:
::checks systems::

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Need more power to the sensor array?

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> ::works on diagnostics of medical tricorders::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Sir, I'm attempting another sweep to identify the life forms onboard the ships.  I have nothing so far.

CMO_Turok says:
::prepares Devlin for surgery::

CTO_Krag says:
::shuffles some paper work::

EO_On says:
::arrives to ME and takes command::

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Okay, keep trying.


Host CO_OMallory says:
*CMO* Please report to my Ready Room.

TO_Sachs says:
::Works at the Tac console, reading over some reports::

CTO_Krag says:
::reviews the torpedo load::

CMO_Turok says:
*CO* Can it wait? I am preparing Devlin for surgery on his knee now.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods and keeps trying::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*CMO* Understood.  Report when surgery is complete.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, I make the ships at 7 light years.

CMO_Turok says:
*CO* Aye.

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Pres> CMO: Sir, anything I can do to help in surgery?

FCO_Adams says:
XO: At present speed of warp 7 that should take us 3.89 days to intercept.

CTO_Krag says:
*OPS* Next time we dock at a Starbase I would like to increase our base load of torpedoes from 100 to 120

EO_On says:
*TO* How is everything working at your TAC station?

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Very well, let's not get too close. We don't want to alarm them...

OPS_Shania says:
*CTO* If we have enough extra space to store them, sure.

CMO_Turok says:
::looks at Press:: MO Press: You can get me a type II laser scalpel.

CMO_Turok says:
::goes back to anesthetizing Devlin::

FCO_Adams says:
::glances back at Taylor:: XO: Aye sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> ::hands scalpel to Turok::

CTO_Krag says:
*OPS* I make sure we have the space.


TO_Sachs says:
::Jumps up as the EO's voice startles her:: *EO*: very well...long time no see , i mean hear...

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets up and goes toward the ready room::

OPS_Shania says:
*CTO* I would appreciate if you'd check back with me before you do so.

CMO_Turok says:
MO Press: That was very efficient. ::grunts approvingly::

CTO_Krag says:
::Makes a note to talk to the TO::

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: You have the bridge.

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* Anything to report?

CMO_Turok says:
::takes scalpel::

CTO_Krag says:
*OPS* Are you telling me that you will not take my word?

CTO_Krag says:
*XO* Aye sir. ::leaves his office and heads for the bridge making a note to reclaim the weapons locker in sickbay later::

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Thank you sir.

EO_On says:
*TO* Yeah, I know I been sick. But I am all right now.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* I was about to do so in person, may I come into your ready room? ::rings the bell::

CTO_Krag says:
::enters the TL::

OPS_Shania says:
*CTO* No, of course not. I'm just saying that I would like to be informed of any changes in the storing plan.

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* That would be fine.

CMO_Turok says:
::watches his vitals closely as Devlin goes under::

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> ::watches Turok begin to use the scalpel with great finesse::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks around and sees no one is in charge::

XO_Taylor says:
::Enters RR::

CMO_Turok says:
::sees Devlin go under and then begins work with the laser scalpel::

CSO_MacLeod says:
*CO* Sir, I'm sorry interrupting you, but I have reading from both ships.

CTO_Krag says:
*OPS* You will be. ::rides in the TL:::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I have a few points that I would like to share with you.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: DEVLIN START CONVULSING

Host CO_OMallory says:
*CSO* Go ahead.

OPS_Shania says:
::checks power reading:: *CTO* Thank you.

TO_Sachs says:
*EO*: you sure? Maybe we can meet up later...

CTO_Krag says:
::feels the lift stop and enters the bridge and heads for the big chair in the center::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Have a seat...

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Thank you. ::Sits down::

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Pressure dropping.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*CO* Romeo 1's crew is 1375 and Romeo 2, 1237.  All Romulan.

CMO_Turok says:
::looks up at the monitor:: Self: What?!

FCO_Adams says:
::looks as the big Klingon takes the center seat and cringes::

CTO_Krag says:
TO: Weapons status of Romeo One and Romeo Two?

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: What can I do for you?

TO_Sachs says:
::Hears the CTO:: CTO: One moment sir...


XO_Taylor says:
CO: First of all, I wanted to report that we are currently at 7 light years from the Romulan vessel.

FCO_Adams says:
::overhears Mackie's report:: Self: That's a lot of Romulans.

CMO_Turok says:
MO Press: See if you can figure out what is going on with Devlin, while I get a counter medicine.

EO_On says:
*TO* If you can let me now in order to meet each other.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Good...want to keep our distance a bit for now.

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir.

CTO_Krag says:
OPS: What the charge level on our batteries?

CMO_Turok says:
::goes to get an anti-convulsant::

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: 94% at the moment

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Anything else?

CTO_Krag says:
CSO: Are you getting any signs of cloaked vessels...

CMO_Turok says:
::gets an anti-convulsant medicine and loads a hypo::

CTO_Krag says:
OPS: I assume the batteries are currently being charged?

TO_Sachs says:
::looks over the scanners::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS PRESS LEANS OVER DEVLIN HE VOMITS ON HIM

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> ::looks for the reason of the convulsions::

FCO_Adams says:
::continues to monitor the Romulan vessels::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Scanning. ::begins a tachyon sweep::

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Yes, they are. Takes about another hour or so.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Yes, I think that we might try to think of where they might be going, so we can be prepared for anything.

CTO_Krag says:
*EO* Have you figured out what exactly caused the power loss?

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> ::wipes the vomit off himself::

CMO_Turok says:
::comes back in to see Press covered with vomit:: MO Press: have you determined the cause of the convulsions?

CTO_Krag says:
OPS: Very well.

CMO_Turok says:
::is ready with the hypo::

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Pres> CMO: Not...yet sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::realizes the ships are slightly changing course, once again::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I also think that we could try to deviate our course a bit, just to make it look as if we are not tailing them.

CTO_Krag says:
TO: I am still waiting for the weapons status of Romeo One and Two

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: So far, we are to observe, but I have a feeling that they are up to something.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Commander, the ships are changing course.  I've noticed they have been doing it periodically.

CMO_Turok says:
::grumbles, looks closely at the monitor:: MO Press: Here he is going into anaphylactic shock. ::recalibrates the hypo on the fly to configure it for alizine::

CTO_Krag says:
:::pulls up a tactical display on the captain chair and notice the Romulan turning and wonder if they trying a Crazy Ivan::

CMO_Turok says:
::injects Devlin with the hypo::

FCO_Adams says:
::looks at Mackie:: CSO: Commander, I can verify that.

CTO_Krag says:
FCO: Put a little more distance between the us and the Romulan and prepare for any sudden turning maneuvers.


Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Sorry sir, as soon as I was beginning the test, he,,, ::shows the vomit::

EO_On says:
*CTO* I believe that CEO Solkar resolved the problem. But, I guess that were the Romulans.

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Shall I compensate for the course change?

XO_Taylor says:
CO: My point exactly, observing does not mean that we must follow them blindly without preparing ourselves for a situation. Romulans have always been sneaky, it is my thought that they might be drawing us away from the real threat perhaps, or something like that... perhaps driving us into a trap...

CTO_Krag says:
*EO* I suggest you find out and make sure.

CTO_Krag says:
FCO: Yes.

TO_Sachs says:
CTO: sorry about the wait sir, there D'deridex class Warbirds, and weapons are not armed sir.

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: We are holding at just over 7 light years.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  There is a negative to cloaked vessels.

CMO_Turok says:
::grunts:: MO Press: One cannot be distracted in such a manner. I expect you to work doubly hard in the simulations this week.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Maybe, but I feel that they are hiding someone on those ships...possibly the 3 officers we seek

EO_On says:
*CTO* I will make sure then.

FCO_Adams says:
::adjusts the course to match the Romulans::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Despite their erratic course, they don't seem to be doing or have done anything wrong...  at first sight of course.

CTO_Krag says:
CSO: very well keep an eye out...You cannot trust Romulans.  I rather deal with Ferengi then Romulans at least the Ferengi do not pretend to have ethics and honor.

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir. ::continues with the surgery assistance::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles::  CTO: I agree.

CTO_Krag says:
FCO: in your estimation are there maneuvers an indication they know we are following them?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE WARBIRDS SEPARATE BY 5 LIGHT YEARS FROM EACH OTHER AND INCREASE TO WARP 8.3

FCO_Adams says:
::tries to project the Romulan ship's course::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: You might be right... but that doesn't mean that we should just stay put and just look at them and scan them, we have a lot of people who could be put to work on theorizing on the Romulans agenda.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: I don’t want to make them suspicious until we know more.  I want to sneak up on them, but not too fast.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::notices a big change on the Romulan's course::

CTO_Krag says:
OPS: Any communication between the Warbirds?

CMO_Turok says:
::realizes that now he will have to wait for the various medications to wear off, places a light biostasis field on Devlin's knee:: MO Press: We must wait before we continue the surgery. Keep a close eye on his vitals and alert me if there is any change. The other medicines in his system need to wear off.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: With all do respect, I don't think that they can be suspicious over something they don't know, like what we are doing while observing them.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Commander, Romeo 1 and 2 have separated by 5 light years from each other.  Increased speed to warp 8,3.

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir.  I shall.

CTO_Krag says:
FCO: Projected distance of the two vessels? ::nods to the CSO to indicate he heard his report::

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: I have a projected course for the Romulan ships.

CMO_Turok says:
::grumbles:: *CO* I am free to see you now. Is now a good time?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::hears the FCO's report and checks his data::

TO_Sachs says:
::Continues scanning the Warbirds’ weapons::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: That is why I want our CSO to scan for other life forms on those ships.  If we find something, then my hunch grows stronger.

CTO_Krag says:
TO: Any change in the Warbirds’ weapons status?

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Their present course will take them to the farthest edge of Federation and Empire space.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Confirmed.

Host CO_OMallory says:
*CMO* If this works for you, please report.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Fine, but do I have your permission to assemble a few officers to go over what information and intelligence we have right now?

CTO_Krag says:
FCO: Those that project take in account their latest course change?

TO_Sachs says:
CTO: sir, the Warbirds’ weapons are not armed, sorry, yes.

CMO_Turok says:
*CO* Aye. On my way. ::exits sickbay in an unpleasant mood::

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Nothing unusual. No word as to where they are heading.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Please do.  The more we know, the better.  Report anything on this to me immediately.

FCO_Adams says:
:;brings up her star charts for that area::

XO_Taylor says:
<Kint>EO: Sir, I have an overload in the secondary plasma conduits, can you check it out?

TO_Sachs says:
CTO: But I did find that they have 6 mounted disrupters,...and from what I can see 2 photon torpedo launchers..

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Thank you.

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets up and waits to be dismissed::

CMO_Turok says:
::gets to the turbo lift and waits::


CTO_Krag says:
TO: That means they have normal armament.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: I may be wrong about his...I don’t have much to go on.  But something tells me they either know or have them themselves.

EO_On says:
Valerie: I will check it out immediately.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks for any place that the Romulans could be heading for::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Well, anyhow, Starfleet ordered us to follow. ::smiles::

EO_On says:
Computer: Check the overload in the secondary plasma conduits.

CMO_Turok says:
::enters the lift:: TL: Bridge.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Find something...anything that gives us some proof.  Dismissed and good hunting.

CTO_Krag says:
OPS: Find out if there are any Klingon vessel near the Romulan/ Klingon boarder

TO_Sachs says:
CTO: I believe so, but I can't tell how many torps can be fired from the launchers..

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Did you get anything about the Romulan's course?

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: I've calculated that the distance to that point in Empire space is 100 light years.

CMO_Turok says:
::arrives on the bridge with a scowl on his face, and a touch more purple in the face::

XO_Taylor says:
<Computer> EO: Overload imminent, shut down protocols are malfunctioning. The conduits must be shut down manually.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Aye sir.

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: At present warp of 8.3 it will take them 31.55 days to reach their destination.

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets on the bridge::

CMO_Turok says:
::walks to the Ready Room and rings the chime::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*CMO* Enter.

CMO_Turok says:
::walks in::

XO_Taylor says:
CTO, OPS: Let's go in the observation lounge, I have a task for you.

EO_On says:
Computer: Shut down the secondary plasma conduits now!

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: Doctor...please, have a seat.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: You have the bridge for a few minutes, I have something to take care of.

CTO_Krag says:
XO: Aye sir

CMO_Turok says:
::prefers to stand, but does as the CO wishes::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: Care for a drink?

XO_Taylor says:
::Heads to the observation lounge::

OPS_Shania says:
::sends encrypted request to SFH about the Klingon ships then follows XO::

CMO_Turok says:
::looks at him quizzically:: CO: No Sir. Not while I am on duty.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: They're heading for the farthest reaches of Empire space.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods, stands and heads to the center chair::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: I understand.  How did the surgery go?

XO_Taylor says:
<Computer> EO: Unable to comply, automatic shut down protocol off line. Conduits must be shut down manually.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Sir, shall I increase speed, if not we're going to lose them.

XO_Taylor says:
:: Gets into the observation lounge::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sits:: FCO:  Why would they do that?  Do you have anything on the charts?  A specific planet, Starbase, anything?

CTO_Krag says:
::enters the lounge::

CMO_Turok says:
::grumbles:: CO: Not well. Apparently Devlin has an allergy to the sedative I used. Or that is my current theory, basedon the fact that he went into anaphylactic shock when I sedated him.

OPS_Shania says:
::follows XO::

XO_Taylor says:
:: Prepares the console in the lounge:: CTO, OPS: Please, take a seat.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Nothing yet sir. Still working on it.

EO_On says:
::goes to his console in order to manually shut down the secondary plasma conduits::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Increase to warp 8.3.  Let's match their speed.

CMO_Turok says:
CO: I will be giving him a full battery of allergy tests.

OPS_Shania says:
::sits down::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Aye sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO Altsen>::at SCI 2::

FCO_Adams says:
::increases warp to 8.3::

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie Kint> EO: Manual shut down means that you have to go there yourself, it won't work by pushing a few buttons!

CTO_Krag says:
::wonders why the XO wants him to take a chair and wonders where he wants him to take the chair to as he sits down::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: Not pleased I see.  I understand how you feel.  Had that happen to me to a few crew on the Quirinus when I was CMO

TO_Sachs says:
::Continues with her scans and wonders where the CTO went to::

FCO_Adams says:
::rechecks her star charts::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: I have something.

EO_On says:
Valerie: Thanks for the tip. I will go myself.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO, OPS: I've asked you both here because you are the ones with the most experience in your fields (Operation and tactical).

CMO_Turok says:
::nods:: CO: It is something I do not understand. Why people keep secrets from their doctors. We are only trying to look out for their well being.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Go ahead. ::listens::

CSO_MacLeod says:
SO: Jeremy, begin scans on that specific area.  Try to find something that indicates a possible reason for they to head towards there.

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> ::continues to monitor Delvin.  Vitals returning to normal parameters::

CTO_Krag says:
::listens to the XO::

EO_On says:
::leaves his console in order to do a manual shut down of the secondary plasma conduits::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: I read some Federation outposts in that general area. Not sure where their exact destination is, that will depend on their approach.

CMO_Turok says:
CO: Klingons... now they keep their secrets... because such knowledge can make it easier to kill you.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Federation outposts? ::leans on the chair::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: Not sure.  I thought the same thing, but it was a challenge sometimes to treat many of the crew.  Must thought we were the bad guy or something. ::smiles::

XO_Taylor says:
CTO, OPS: The Romulans are going somewhere and they certainly have a well defined agenda. My guess is that the more we gather on their plan, the more prepared we will be to act, if it comes to that. That's why you're here, I want you to plan counter attacks for the many possibilities of attack or endangerment of the crew that could come.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<SO> CSO: Aye sir. ::does so::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: We can intercept the Romulans in 2.2 days before they reach any of the outposts.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: WARBIRDS SEPARATE FROM EACH OTHER BY ADDITION 4 LIGHT YEARS BUT MAINTAIN HEADING

EO_On says:
::is near the secondary plasma conduits and do a manual shut down::

XO_Taylor says:
CTO, OPS: In other words, I want you to be in charge of preparing the ship from what might come next.

CMO_Turok says:
::humph:: CO: Yes, well... ::looks serious again:: What do you want.... Sir?

CTO_Krag says:
XO: Very well.  Anything in you want us to focus on?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::thinks by reaching them they could have a clear reading and a good look on them::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: Well, Starfleet has sent something to me to give to you.

EO_On says:
*Valerie* Are the secondary plasma conduits shut down?

CMO_Turok says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CO: Oh?

FCO_Adams says:
::gasps at her nav sensors:: CSO: Sir, they are increasing the distance between themselves, another 4 light years. but maintaining the same heading.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Perhaps their trajectory, where are they going? What are our best bets? Questions like that. Maybe theorize on what their agenda is...

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: They seem to think that a certain Klingon doesn't wear enough insignias as it is.  What do you think?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::stands:: FCO:  That's 9 light years now.  Are they hiding something? ::frowns::

CMO_Turok says:
::looks at his Klingon uniform:: CO: What else would they like me to wear?

XO_Taylor says:
CTO, OPS: I'll leave you to work. I've cleared this console for intelligence information to be accessed. I'll be on the bridge. If you need more people, you are welcomed to ask me to join you.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO,OPS: Any questions?

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: Well...I thought a good luck clover would look good on your uniform.  ::waits for reaction::

CTO_Krag says:
XO: No sir.


OPS_Shania says:
XO: Not from me

FCO_Adams says:
:;can feels Mackie's breathing behind her::

CMO_Turok says:
CO: I do not need luck. I make my own. I am a Klingon. My luck is my strength and my wits.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Those outposts....  do we have any information about them?  Is there anything which may be valuable to the Romulans?

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: I see.  Now, do Klingon really believe much in promotions?  I mean, do you really put much meaning in them?

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie> *EO* One of them yes, but there are three overloading secondary conduits, you need to shut them all down. But hurry, you have 5 minutes and they are all far away from each other.

XO_Taylor says:
CTO, OPS: Very good. I'll be on the bridge.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: I'll tap into your console sir and see what I can find out.

CMO_Turok says:
::smiles showing his pointed teeth:: CO: Promotions and honor! Of course we do!

CTO_Krag says:
::accesses the panel and attempts to log into SF Intel database::

XO_Taylor says:
::gets out of the observation lounge and on the bridge::

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Report.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::smiles::  CMO: Well, Lieutenant.  I guess that is all I need to know.  Thank you Lieutenant

EO_On says:
*Valerie* Well, then I must need your help with one of them

FCO_Adams says:
::checks the science database but finds nothing::

CTO_Krag says:
OPS: Start looking at the communication intercepts from our listening post along the board for any changes, are anything that stands out

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO:  The Romulan ships are now 9 light years away from each other.  They are heading towards the edge of Federation space, where we have outposts.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO:  We can reach them in 2.2 days, if we increase our speed.

EO_On says:
::goes to the next secondary plasma conduit::

CMO_Turok says:
::is perplexed:: CO: You are welcome. I am glad to be of assistance. Is there anything else?

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Understood.  Send it to SCI 1. ::heads towards SCI 1::

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie> *EO* I wish I could, but I am the one who is balancing the power allowing us to have more time. If I try to help you, they probably will blow. You have to do it yourself, good luck!

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: On it.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Commander, I don't get anything on the outposts out of the ordinary, perhaps Starfleet Headquarters would have more.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::looks at Turok::  CMO: Missed that one, did ya now Lieutenant?  ::stresses Lieutenant::

FCO_Adams says:
:;sends the data to science one again::

EO_On says:
*Valerie* Okay, then do your job. I am heading to the next one.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: I agree. ::sits::  I'll attempt it from here.  Thank you ::smiles::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Data transferred sir.

CMO_Turok says:
::the light goes on:: CO: Ohhh... you wish to honor me with a promotion! Excellent! ::smiles big::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees the data on his console:: FCO: I got it.

EO_On says:
::is near the second one and perform a manual shut down::*Valerie* One more, only one more ::heads to the other one::

FCO_Adams says:
::smiles at Mackie and sighs wishing they had more time together::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: Congrats to you Lieutenant.  Q'plah.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Are they heading directly at the outposts?

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> *CMO* Press to Turok

CMO_Turok says:
CO: Q'plah! :: gives him the Klingon salute::

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie> EO: One minute and thirty seconds before the last one blows!!

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Not directly.  To the area.  I'm checking the outposts in order to see if they have anything interesting to our Romulan friends.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks with SFH about the outposts::

CMO_Turok says:
*MO Press* Turok here.

TO_Sachs says:
::over hears the FCO and CSO's conversation and l looks in the data banks for the warbirds max warp::

CTO_Krag says:
::Scans the SFI Intel files at least those he is allowed to access::

Host CO_OMallory says:
<Press> *CMO* Sir, Delvin has stabilized and is ready for surgery

XO_Taylor says:
TO: I want you to take all of the actual information on the Warbirds and transmit it to Starfleet Command.

EO_On says:
::hears Valerie and hurries to get to the last one::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: EO SHUTS DOWN WRONG CONDUIT; POWER TO BRIDGE IS CUT OFF

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: I think you have some work to do now Lieutenant.  Keep me posted on Delvin.

CMO_Turok says:
*MO Press* Very good. I will be down momentarily.

CMO_Turok says:
CO: Indeed. ::looks at the CO for the all important box with the new pip in it::

CSO_MacLeod says:
Self: Huh?

FCO_Adams says:
::checks the nav sensors and sees them go blank:: Self: What the.........?

Host CO_OMallory says:
::hands box to Turok:: CMO: Shall I pin it on you or do Klingons not like that?

TO_Sachs says:
::Looks around as the lights go out::

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie> ::Manages to reinstall the shut down protocols on the last conduit and shuts it down. Then she notices that there is no more power on the bridge::

XO_Taylor says:
Self: What the hell?

CMO_Turok says:
::clears throat:: CO: As a gesture of cultural acceptance I will submit myself to what your custom is.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Cmdr. I've lost the navigational sensors.

XO_Taylor says:
*EO* Report!

Host CO_OMallory says:
::sees lights go to emergency power::

EO_On says:
::gets to the third one and perform a manual shut down::*Valerie* The third one is shut down!

CSO_MacLeod says:
*ENG* Bridge to engineering.  We are out of power, what happened?

CMO_Turok says:
::sees lights dim::

FCO_Adams says:
::taps her console trying to get the backups on line::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::pins on new pips and shakes hand::  CMO: Congrats and keep up the good work in sickbay

XO_Taylor says:
*EO* On, we no longer have power on the bridge fix it now!

Host CO_OMallory says:
*Bridge* Report...why is the emergency lights on?

EO_On says:
*XO/CSO* There was an overload of the secondary plasma conduits so I have to do a manual shutdown

XO_Taylor says:
ALL: Alright, until power is restored, to the battle bridge, now!

CMO_Turok says:
CO: Thank you, Sir. ::exits RR, rushing to sickbay::

CTO_Krag says:
::continues his hunt::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: I'm not detecting another polarized beam.  It must be an internal problem.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Engineering problem, we are going to the BB, now.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Cmdr. I still have warp systems online.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::rubs head::  *XO* Understood.  I will be there soon.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::stands and heads to BB::

XO_Taylor says:
::Enters the TL and waits for the crew to enter it as well::

EO_On says:
*Valerie* The third one is now shut down manually.

OPS_Shania says:
::reads reports from the outposts::

TO_Sachs says:
::Starts to head for the BB::

FCO_Adams says:
::stands and heads for the TL::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::enters TL::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::heads out of RR onto TL::  Battle Bridge.

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets on BB::COMPUTER: Transfer all command codes to battle bridge, Authorization: Taylor 1-2-8 Gamma 7

Host Tim says:
<COMPUTER> XO: Transfer complete.

FCO_Adams says:
::reaches into a compartment next to the TL and pulls out several wrist lights:: All: Here you go.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::steps onto BB and takes SCI 1::

CTO_Krag says:
::looks around as the lights go off:: OPS: What caused that?

XO_Taylor says:
*EO* I want the Bridge operational ASAP.

TO_Sachs says:
::Gets to the BB and heads for the Tac console::

CMO_Turok says:
::arrives on deck seven::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::brings it online:: Self: Here we go.

XO_Taylor says:
*CTO, OPS* There has been a power outage on the bridge, we have transferred to the BB.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::arrives to BB:: All: Report.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: BB is operational; we are setting consoles as we speak.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks the Romulans status::

FCO_Adams says:
::takes her place on the BB and starts to power up the helm systems::

CTO_Krag says:
*XO: Acknowledge sir; recommend we go to red alert.

CTO_Krag says:
::motions for ops to follow him as he exits the lounge::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Continue pursuit of Romulan ships

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Anything on scan of those ships?

TO_Sachs says:
::Looks over the tac console , and the Romulan status::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Aye sir.

EO_On says:
*XO* I am at the secondary plasma conduits, soon I finished here I will restore the power. ::finish his job at the secondary plasma conduits and heads to his console at ME::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Keep pursuit course.

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: I dunno.  ::follows CTO:: I thought they had those problems fixed down there.

CMO_Turok says:
::goes back to Devlin::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir,

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO/XO:  The ships are now 9 light years away from each other, heading towards the edge of Federation space.

XO_Taylor says:
*EO* The quicker the better.

CTO_Krag says:
*EO* I thought you told me power problems would not happen again? ::Enters the TL::

EO_On says:
*Valerie* Could you restore back the power?

CTO_Krag says:
::stops and heads for his station:: OPS: Check your station

FCO_Adams says:
::boosts the nav sensors with auxiliary power::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: So far, the numbers I reported earlier, captain.  All Romulans.  ::sighs while taps::  Perhaps a good approach can reveal us something new.

OPS_Shania says:
::heads for her station:: CTO: That was my plan.

EO_On says:
*CTO*: Well, Sir. I believe that this never happen again. I will deal myself

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie> *EO* I am presently taking care of the plasma conduits, not looking after them right now could make them worse, I think you'll have to do it yourself...

CTO_Krag says:
::logs into the tactical panel::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Begin closing in on them...we need some more answers.

CTO_Krag says:
OPS: Find out what caused this.

XO_Taylor says:
<Valerie>*EO* Try bypassing the secondary conduits. It might work.

EO_On says:
*Valerie* Okay, then. I am getting closer to you.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: I have them on sensors. Still heading for the far side of empire space, but close to those Federation outposts.

CTO_Krag says:
*CO*: Sir I recommend we go to red alert

EO_On says:
::gets to his console::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye sir, increasing to warp 9.

CMO_Turok says:
::removes the biostasis field from Devlin's knee and gets back to removing debris::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*CTO* Make it so...

EO_On says:
::hears Valerie’s solution:: "Computer" Bypass the secondary conduits

OPS_Shania says:
::locks into her panel and tries to find out what happened:: CTO: If you want a fast answer you better ask someone in Engineering.

CTO_Krag says:
*CO*: Aye Sir...

CSO_MacLeod says:
::overhears the CTO's recommendation::

CTO_Krag says:
OPS: I want you to find out.  I do not trust the EO’s answer right now.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Give as much power to sensors for MacLeod as he needs.

CTO_Krag says:
OPS: Also check for anything single or such that might have caused it.

FCO_Adams says:
::hates the sound of the alert klaxons::

CTO_Krag says:
*ALL Hands*Red Alert.  All hands to battle station.  All hands Red Alert::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Sir, I don't recommend red alert.  The Romulan are already able to check our status, and they may think we're preparing for battle.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Show us doing battle alert testing...which is not far from the truth.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: So far, despite the erratic course, nothing indicates they have done anything wrong.

Host Tim says:
<Computer> EO: Bypass completed.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS ALL POWER IS RESTORED TO BRIDGE ONE OF THE ROMULAN WARBIRDS DISAPPEARS FROM SENSORS

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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